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.! Abstract

The events recorded by the L3 Data Acquisition System are selected
by three levels of trigger. This paper describes the event filtering per-
formed by software at the 2nd trigger level. First coded offline in FOR-
TRAN, the filtering software is microcoded for online execution in a
farm of 3 XOP processors operating in a round robin mode. It identifies
and rejects background events. Depending on running conditions and
trigger type, rejection factors ranging from 45% to 80% are obtained on
first level energy, muon and tec triggers. Selection efficiencies greater
than 99.95% are achieved.

1 Introduction
» •

': The L3 experiment is one of the four large experiments currently operating at :
LEP, the CERN Large Electron Positron collider. Its detector [1] consists of six
main subdetectors. Particles produced at large angles cross a central tracking
device, the TEC, before being absorbed in an electromagnetic calorimeter com-
posed of BGO crystals, a scintillator barrel, or a hadron calorimeter made with

Jj^ proportional chambers interleaved with Uranium absorber p lates . M u o n s are '
? • tracked in an accurate muon chamber system. All these detectors are installed J .
. I in a 12m diameter magnet which provides a uniform 0.5 T field along the beam . 1
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direction. At small angles, particles cross a tracking device set in front of elec-
tromagnetic and hadron calorimeter endcaps. At very small angles, they hit a
forward/backward electromagnetic calorimeter acting as a luminosity counter.

The L3 Data Acquisition System [2] is driven by three levels of trigger. The
first level selection is performed by hardwired processors running in parallel the
trigger informations derived from the different subdetectors. The 2nd level [3,
4, 5] is implemented with microcoded software running the trigger information
on XOP processors [6] while the third level is Fortran coded and runs on IBM
3081/E emulators which access to all the data measured in the detector.

To limit the first level trigger complexity and enable fast decisions, the
high granularity subdetector elements are regrouped via analog summations
and digitized separately. This is achieved at the expense of some loss in the
position and/or energy resolutions. The number of channels is thus reduced
in the electromagnetic calorimeter from 10752(21 bits) to 512 (9 bits), in the
hadron calorimeter from 32000 (12 bits) to 386 (9bits), in the TEC from 1416
(lObits) to 336 (2bits).

,! The informations collected in the forward/backward electromagnetic calo-
rimeters are used to produce a luminosity trigger. Those collected in the TEC
chamber produce the charged particle trigger TTEC. In the small and large
angle calorimeters they produce an energy trigger, TEN, and in the MUON
chambers and SCINTILLATOR barrel they result in a muon trigger, TMU.
After 11 /tsec, the results of the processings are merged together to make the
first level decision. One favors thus redundancy over selectivity, achieving a
high triggering efficiency: each trigger type provides a back up for another type.
Such a strategy does not harm on a e+e~ collider where backgrounds, cross
sections and finally trigger rates are much lower than on a proton machine.
Under standard 8 bunch crossing operation, at a luminosity of 1031 cm~2sec~',
the first level rate is kept below 20 Hz with a dead time smaller than 10%.

As a consequence, background events are triggered by a single type of
trigger ,i.e. subdetector. As shown on table 1., they represent 87% of the first
level selected events, whereas the multiple first level triggers, i.e. the bulk of
physics events, represent 4% and calibration events 9%. Table 1 exhibits also
the fraction of events found in some specific physics channels and selected by a
single first level trigger. At the scanning, these events are found at the border
of a subdetector acceptance, or in a dead subdetector element. They may also

I
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S I nized in three independent filters for energy, charged particle and muon. Only \ (
J single triggers are analyzed for rejection. A fraction of multiple triggers is J

processed online but only for monitoring purpose.
Before entering into the details of the filtering algorithm, we present an

JI be background.
To preserve first level trigger redundancy, 2nd level software is also orga-



overview of the software tools used to debug the microcode. We continue
showing how background events, accepted by the first level, are identified and '
rejected at the 2nd level whose overall performance is summarized in the con-
clusion.

2 The software framework
Once a reliable code is developed and tested offline on large event samples,
it is microcoded to run in the XOP's. The microcode is a copy of this code.
Precisions and logical sequences are identical. The code can thus be used to
compute the filtering efficiency of the microcode.

Both code and microcode are organized in independent modules for read-
out, filtering, bookkeeping, and write out. At compilation, the microcoded
modules can be compiled separately. They are linked together for execution.

A dedicated test program compares the results produced by both codes:
instruction by instruction if necessary, or event by event for statistical checks.
It initializes code and microcode with the same set of parameters and reads
events from tape or disk file. On request,i.e. online, it downloads, executes and
reads the event back from XOP, whereas offline, this phase is bypassed. XOP
results read from tape (offline) or from XOP memory (online) are compared
to reference results produced by the code.Both code and microcode produce a
large number of intermediate results (several hundred words per event) whose
comparisons allows a detailed check. This feature is currently used for on-
line/offline statistical checks. Experience has shown that many mistakes can
thus be eliminated from both microcode and code!

The online operation of each XOP is surveyed by processing the events
through the code, run by a consumer program on the DAQ computer (a VAX
8800). Any difference between code and microcode is tracked down as a func-
tion of the processor and filter identifiers. Bad XOP processor operation has
been identified with this test.

3 The organization of the event filtering
The 2nd level filter is organized as a function of the event characterization ft
performed at first level and summarized in the bits of a pilot mask. These bits -1
are used to specify the filter to be activated like energy, charged particle, muon / i
or none. Once defined, the pilot mask is copied to another mask whose bits '' \
are kept/ erased depending on the accept/reject decision of the corresponding
filter. For each event, these two words keep track of the activated filters and
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of their result. The different filters are independent from each other. Selected
, multiple first level triggers are processed in turn according to their pilot mask.

The operator's decisions are summarized in a steering word set at the start
of data taking. He may activate/desactivate the rejection as a whole or force
the acceptation of all, or a fraction of the events rejected by a given filter. These
informations are used after event filtering, together with the pilot masks, to
decide the final action (accept/reject) to be taken by the central event builder.

4 The energy trigger

In the electromagnetic calorimeter, trigger elements are formed by grouping
30 crystals together, limiting thus the number of trigger channels to 128 in
each endcap and 256 in the barrel.[7] In the hadronic calorimeter,the towers
located on a ring are added up to form two layers A and B,providing each 16
trigger elements to cover the azimuth. There are 176 detection elements in

i layer A and 208 in layer B. In 1992, energy deposits were measured in both
calorimeters with 9 bits , 50 MeV/channel , ADC's .

T h e first level energy trigger selects events according [8, 9, 10] to their to-
tal electromagnetic (electromagnetic and hadronic) energy measured at large
(small and large) angles or to a localized electromagnetic (electromagnetic
and/or hadronic) energy deposit. Single photon events are identified by a ded-
icated algorithm which searches for a single electromagnetic deposit associated
with the absence of T E C activity.

Background is induced by "hot" single channels, correlated noise picked up
on the calorimeter electronics, energy deposits generated by the activity of the
uranium absorber plates of the hadron calorimeter, beam gaz interactions or
cosmic rays with appropriate incidence.

« At first level, the correlated noise is removed by sett ing a fixed high bias ,
(1 GeV or more) to select individual deposits. At the 2nd level , this bias is '
computed for each event [7]. Lets suppose that the correlated noise is always

•; smaller than some threshold value, for instance 2 Gev. All energy deposits .
above this threshold are, of course, significant. Below this threshold, low en-
ergy significant deposits are separated from 'noise' deposits by a computed

•' 'bias' defined as the energy threshold which keeps the highest 2% of the de- >
f* posits. T h e statistical distribution of this bias ranges from 100 Mev t o 1 Gev, *•
-1 with a maximum frequency at 150 Mev. I

( i All deposits greater than the computed bias are added up to produce the ~ •
' j total energy measured at large angle ( in the barrel) and the total energy mea- - \

sured at small and large angle (in barrel and endcaps) . This procedure is very

\

effective to reject correlated noise: the contribution to the total electromag-



netic energy of a 1100 MeV noise picked up by 100 channels would be reduced
from 110 Gev to 2.2 Gev. Moreover, the energy of good events is measured
with a better resolution. Its bias being smaller than the 1 Gev first level
bias, 2nd level has a better acceptance for the low energy components of the
measured clusters.

An electromagnetic cluster is defined as a set of (4, 2 or 1) adjacent trigger
deposits added together and addressed by the coordinates of their greatest
deposit. The greatest energy cluster is memorized to provide a trigger on a
'single particle' .

A jet is defined by at least two deposits geometrically correlated in either
calorimetric trigger layer: electromagnetic, hadronic A or B. To be correlated,
the associated trigger elements have to 'point' to the interaction region both in
the plane containing the beam line and in the plane perpendicular to it. After
the search, the greatest jet is memorized to provide a trigger on single hadrons
made with 2 correlated hadronic deposits (A and B) or with a hadronic deposit
(A or B) correlated to an electromagnetic cluster.

Only the correlated hadronic deposits are added up to form the total
hadronic energy measurement. Uranium noise activity, cosmic rays oi events
releasing their energy only in the B layer of the hadron calorimeter (at very
small angle) are thus removed from the addition.

The above calculations are similar to those performed at first level. The
2nd level algorithm examines the accepted energy triggers according to their
detailed first level energy selection. To be accepted, an event has to pass the
corresponding 2nd level criteria with the thresholds shown on table 2.

The system dead time being given by the first level overall trigger rate, the
first level energy thresholds were adjusted to limit its contribution at 25% of it.
With the 2nd level thresholds shown in table 2, a 45% rejection is obtained. The
analysis of large samples of e+e~, q+q~, T+T~, H+/I~ final states demonstrates
that this selection was achieved with a 99.99% efficiency.

5 The charged particle trigger

Background events contaminating the first level TTEC Trigger [11] selection
are induced by electronic noise, beam-gas or beam-wall events. Their identi-
fication is made at 2nd level using the quantities measured with a dedicated
electronics [12], [13] connected to the 240 charges-division wires of the TEC
chamber. On each wire, this electronics measures charge (within 2.3 pC) and
arrival time (within 50 ns) of up to 16 hits.

The electromagnetic noise generated by the occurrence of a spark in the de-
tector environment is picked up by the TEC electronics. It is characterized by
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a great amount of simultaneous hits which fake first level TTEC and identified
if more than 65 hits are counted within a 200ns time window. Rather unef-
fective under normal running conditions, this criterion proved its usefulness in
special situations.

Most of the background contaminating the TTEC Trigger is in fact induced
by synchrotron radiation hitting the beam pipe. These events are characterized
by a profusion of very low momentum tracks, i.e smaller than 70 MeV/c,
produced in the horizontal plane of the LEP ring. Offline analysis localizes
their vertex on the beam wall. Such events are also seen with lower track
multiplicities, but associated to higher momenta and still pointing to the beam
pipe wall. These properties are used by the 2nd level to discriminate beam-wall
events against genuine beam-beam interactions.

First of all, the selection algorithm classifies the events according to their
total hit multiplicity shown on 1 Below 22 hits, typically the maximum number
of hits produced by two tracks with momenta greater than 70 MeV/c, the
background contribution is small and events are kept. On the contrary, the
region above 22 hits is heavily populated by beam-wall background. Zu events
decaying into hadrons are mainly found with more than 110 bits. Such events
are displayed on 2

In this region, the algorithm searches through all sectors for tracks with
momentum smaller than 70 MeV/c. These tracks, which spiral in the magnetic
field of the central region, or which propagate nearly parallel to the local
drift plane, generate a large sequence of hits on the nearest anode, letting the
adjacent same sector anodes almost unaffected. Such a pattern is identified
by a pair of same sector adjacent anodes, whose outer hit multiplicity is larger
than 7, and whose inner hit multiplicity is at least 3 hits lower. The absence
of such low momentum tracks inhibits the rejection of the event.

As the interaction products propagate through a sector producing equal
multiplicities on successive anodes, jets and high momentum tracks are iden-
tified by a sequence of two adjacent anodes of same multiplicity. If the total
amount of hits, added up on these pairs, represents less than 20% of the total
number of hits measured in the event (fraction F), or if more than 80% of the
recorded hits contribute to very low momentum tracks 1 the event is identified
as beam-wall background and rejected. If these features are associated to a
"jet" or to "high" momenta tracks, the event is kept. Such high multiplie-
ity TTEC triggers are identified with a 92% efficiency. Depending on beam
conditions, a mean rejection of 63% has been achieved in 1992.

j The surviving background, seen on 2 is submitted to track reconstruction,
j in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis, using the drift time measurement.

As this measurement is made with a 50 ns resolution, i.e. 150 /un in space, the
tracking algorithm allows for a vertex determination with a resolution better

. 1
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than 1.7 mm.
, In each sector, one searches for triplets of contiguous wires with identical '

hit multiplicity. Jets, now identified as triplets with a hit multiplicity greater
than 2, are flagged and not reconstructed. Only sectors with at least one single
hit anode triplet are considered. The associated drift-times are recorded with
their radial position. Dead or noisy anodes are recovered using the averaged
drift-time measured on the two contiguous anodes. The tracking algorithm
pairs together the hits collected on the two outermost anodes, extrapolates
this direction to the nearest anode and propagates it up to the innermost
anode. It follows the track through adjacent sectors, detection gaps, inner and
outer chambers. Once the track is reconstructed, it computes the distance of
closest approach to its production vertex, DCA.

The track being circular, its hits are symmetrically arranged with respect
to an axis perpendicular to a tangent at some point localized at a distance Rt
from the interaction point. The distance DCA is then given by the hit sitting at

- radius 2*Rt. As a tangent is defined with the hits measured on two contiguous
' ' < anodes, the DCA determination is straightforward and precise. This procedure

i is only possible when the track is long enough to provide simultaneously the
tangent and an outer hit at the right position. The acceptance of the method
is greater than the corresponding TTEC first level trigger acceptance.

All sectors are scanned through to sort the best vertex and to count the
total number of tracks produced at the vertex. A 99.99% tracking efficiency
has been measured on a sample of dimuon events.

Once all sectors are scanned, events without track at a DCA smaller than
1 cm 3 are rejected. It improves the charged particle trigger rejection by 55%
bringing it to 80%. Low multiplicity events with particles decaying inside
the TEC, like Kaons, are safe, as they are commonly produced in association

( with other stable particles and/or as their decays produce aligned multiplicities »
which are seen as jets. After this filtering, the remaining single TTEC triggered
events are induced by either background, with at least one track at a DCA
less than 1 cm or by two photon physics. '.

6 The muon trigger /
Jij Whereas the first level muon processor [1] correlates globally the detection of . 1
. 1 a muon track with the detection of at least one scintillator hit seen within 30 • !.

^ j nsec after beam crossing, the 2 n d level muon filter correlates the octants in ?,i
' J which the muon track and the scintillator hits occurred. This criterion leads •'-

to a rejection of 67% of the TMU events with an inefficiency of 0.2%, induced
by some weak scintillator.



To improve the muon filter robustness, this criterion is combined with
another one using the TEC status. In the charged particle filter, sectors with
a track or a spiral are memorized in a buffer acting as a 32 events deep shift-
register: a new event shifts out the hit pattern of the oldest event. As soon
as all 24 sectors have been seen with a track or a spiral, the TEC is declared
operational and its status is set ON. Typically, after twenty events all sectors
are seen alive. A sequence of 40 events without TTEC triggers resets the
status.

Knowing that the 24 TEC sectors are working, the requirement of less
than 7 hits in the TEC chamber on TMU triggers, identifies unambiguously a
cosmic ray background. Recalling that a dimuon final state produces always
more than 22 hits in TEC, it is not surprising to measure a 99.992% efficiency
associated with a 80% rejection of the TMU sample.

If one identifies a cosmic ray as a first level muon track, unseen in a live TEC
chamber and not associated to same octant scintillators, one looses rejection
and improves efficiency. The filtering is thus not affected by a dying scintillator

J or a by a bad TEC sector operation. This provides a muon filter with a 100%
'. efficiency and a 50% rejection.

7 Conclusion
The 2nd level selection algorithm processes only 'single' or combinations of
'single' first level triggers with scintillator. At the Zu peak, it processes thus
some 91% of the first level triggers. Although efficiency has been largely favored
over rejection, reduction factors of 50%, 80%, 45% have been achieved with
respect to single first level Muon, Tec and Energy triggers. During the 1992
data taking period, the overall first level trigger rate was reduced by 30%.

« Typical XOP processing times ranging from .3 msec, to 2 msec, have been
; measured. Finally, offline analysis of selected events samples like e+e~, p+ p~,

T+T~, q+q~ has shown that the selection efficiency of the different criteria is
•- always better than 99.95%. The choice of processing only single first level

triggers at level two leads to inefficiencies always smaller than 10~5 [14].
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Table 1. Rate of first level single and multiple trigger combinations measured
online and offline in some typical event selections.

First level trigger type
Single first level
Energy
Charged particle
Muon
Multiple first level
Calibration

online
87%
22%
49%
16%
4%
9%

e+e-
13%
11.%
2.%

87%

fi+li

7%

0.5%
6.5%

T+T-

8.9%
7.5%
0.8%
0.6%
91.1%

q+q"
13%
11%
2.%
.01%
87%

Table 2. Thresholds for the energy trigger at 2nd level.

Trigger type
Electromagnetic cluster trigger
Electromagnetic large angle
Electromagnetic small and large angle
Electromagnetic and hadronic components of a jet
Hadronic component of a 'hadronic' jet
Total energy at large angle
Total energy at small and large angle

2nd level thresholds
3GeV
10 GeV
25GeV
1 GeV, 500 MeV
1 GeV
15GeV
35GeV
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